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1. Introduction
Distributed reinforcement learning is concerned with what action an agent should take,
given its current state and the state of other agents, so as to minimize a system cost function
(or maximize a global objective function). In this chapter, we give an overview of distributed
reinforcement learning and describe how it can be used to build distributed systems that can
adapt and optimize their operation to a dynamic environment. In particular, we focus on
decentralized systems, where an agent has only a partial view of the system and does not
have access to the system cost (or reward) function, that is, an agent does not have full
observability of the state of all other agents in the system and system utility (performance) is
not directly measurable in real-time.
Theoretical results that establish convergence and optimality guarantees for single-agent
reinforcement learning algorithms do not hold for distributed (multi-agent) systems. This is
because distributed environments are inherently non-stationary: agents can independently
learn, adapt, and initiate new tasks. In fact, Bernstein et al. have shown that the problem of
optimizing agent behavior in such a decentralized multi-agent system has non-deterministic
exponential time-complexity (Bernstein et al., 2002). Thus, most existing approaches use
approximate algorithms for distributed reinforcement learning.
In order for agents to learn globally good policies, we assume the need for agents to
cooperate. This is because greedy policies at agents, based only on local state at the agent, do
not necessarily improve global utility; in fact, they can even decrease global utility, as
demonstrated in the “tragedy of the commons” problem. Another key property of
distributed reinforcement learning is scalability; learning algorithms will cause message
passing between agents and the algorithms need to make efficient use of the network.
Examples of distributed systems that perform online optimization using distributed
reinforcement learning include packet routing in MANETs (Dowling, 2005), informationdirected routing in Sensor Networks (Ghasemaghaei et al, 2007; Zhang et al, 2006), and
optimization of application configurations in pervasive computing environments (Rigole,
2006). Although these systems all employ different variants of distributed reinforcement
learning, they are all cooperative; agents selflessly contribute towards a common goal.
We see distributed reinforcement learning having similar potential to function
approximation with reinforcement learning (RL). In both cases, the theoretical foundation
that RL adopts from dynamic programming no longer applies, but that does not prevent the
Source: Reinforcement Learning: Theory and Applications, Book edited by Cornelius Weber, Mark Elshaw and Norbert Michael Mayer
ISBN 978-3-902613-14-1, pp.424, January 2008, I-Tech Education and Publishing, Vienna, Austria
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development of useful systems. From a RL perspective, the potential advantages of adding
distribution to reinforcement learning algorithms include the ability to handle larger state
spaces by partitioning the state space over agents, an increased rate of learning through
parallel learning over more computational hardware, and the ability to build more robust
systems using redundant agents. For distributed systems, distributed reinforcement
learning is an approach that can be used to build robust, self-managing and self-optimizing
systems.
In the next sections, we address these questions, describe existing and related approaches to
distributed reinforcement learning and decentralized control, and, finally, we present our
work on collaborative reinforcement learning, and show how it can be used to build an
adaptive load-balancing system.

2. Challenges of physical aspects of distributed systems
Physical aspects of distributed systems should be accounted for in any distributed
reinforcement learning algorithm. For example, agents communicate by message passing
over a network, but messages may be lost and message delivery is typically not guaranteed
within a fixed time bound. Message passing is required in distributed reinforcement
learning algorithms to enable agents to collaborate to solve distributed problems and to
enable agents to collectively learn improved policies by sharing their local information with
one another. Care must be taken when designing distributed reinforcement learning
algorithms, to ensure that collective learning strategies do not generate excessive amounts of
network traffic, flooding the system. Techniques for improving network utilization should
also be considered, such as the caching of recent data received from neighbors,
asynchronous message passing, and sending batches of messages.
Given that accounting for the network is crucial to distributed reinforcement learning, there
are a number of related issues that must be taken into account when designing distributed
reinforcement learning algorithms. These include:
•
degree of centralization: centralization of system state or cost (reward) signals introduces
both a bottleneck and a single point of failure in a system. However, distribution of
system state and cost functions requires adapting the Markov Decision Process (MDP)
framework to a distributed (multi-agent) system.
•
non-stationary environments: distributed systems cannot be modeled as strict MDPs, as
they may have non-Markovian aspects such as multiple, concurrent decision-making
agents and history dependence (Tesauro, 2007). However, RL is only guaranteed to
work in stationary (or almost stationary) environments. Network connections, however,
are non-stationary, but in practice may be stable for long enough periods to enable
learning or at least be amenable to modeling. Learning algorithms should not just
guarantee eventual convergence on a near-optimal policy, but also guarantee timely
convergence to ensure that real-time distributed system constraints are met. Realistic
experimentation plays an important role in validating the timeliness of convergence of
algorithms.
•
agent and network dynamism: in the system of interest, will the number of agents be fixed
or limited, and will there be any form of control on how and when agents join the
system? Can agents adapt their connections to change their neighbors at runtime, thus
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changing the system topology? We must assume there is no control over agents leaving
the system, as hosts (and, therefore, agents) can fail arbitrarily.
message passing costs: what events in the learning algorithms cause message passing? We
need to modify learning algorithms so that message passing costs are included when
calculating the costs of actions that induce message passing. In general, acquiring
experience in distributed systems is costly, as it affects system performance.
agent views: do agents collaborate to solve system problems? How is an agent’s local
view of the system represented? What update strategies are used to update an agent’s
view? Are update strategies synchronous or asynchronous to the execution of the
agent’s learning algorithm?
model-based learning: model-free learning is generally not useful where acquiring realworld experience is more expensive than computation. How do we integrate modelbased learning into distributed reinforcement learning algorithms?
approximating the system cost signal: how can agents approximate the system cost signal,
given that the global utility of a distributed system is not directly measurable at
runtime? Solutions need to address the spatial credit assignment problem: how agents
determine which other agents and states were responsible for taking good actions.
Solutions must quickly and efficiently propagate changes to relevant agents. Solutions
may also address non-linear system cost functions, where a small action, relative to the
size of the system, by one agent can produce large changes in system utility.

3. Distributed reinforcement learning problem definition
Goldman and Zilberstein characterize multi-agent reinforcement learning as a decentralized
control problem for stochastic systems (Goldman and Zilberstein, 2004). In decentralized
control systems, agents take decisions without complete state information with the goal of
optimizing some system performance measure. The general distributed learning problem
can be characterized as how an agent can learn a policy, using partially-observable state
information that minimizes a partially-observable system cost function in the presence of
other independent agents, who are also learning a policy under the same conditions.
We now formulate the problem in terms of discrete-time stochastic control problems, based
on (Cogill et al, 2006). The system has a ﬁnite state space S, and a ﬁnite set A of actions
available at each time step. A cost

g ( s , a )→ ℜ

is incurred when an action

a∈ A

is

s ∈ S . At the time step after an action a is taken in state S, the system
state transitions with probability p ( s ' | s, a ) to s '∈ S . The goal of the system is to learn a

taken while in state

policy for choosing actions that minimizes the overall cost incurred over a given time
period, where costs may be geometrically discounted over time. (The alternative, equivalent
formulation is to maximize accumulated rewards; we minimize costs to explicitly model the

cost of message passing over a network). A policy π : S → A describes which action is
chosen by the system, based on the current system state. Here we consider the problem of
choosing a policy to minimize the expected total discounted cost
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⎡∞ t
⎤
V (s ) = E ⎢∑ γ g (st , π t (st )) s0 = s ⎥
⎦
⎣ t= 0

(1)

π , we can compute the total cost V π

from state s by solving:

π

where 0 ≤

γ

< 1. For a policy

V π (s ) = g (s,π (s ))+ γ ∑ p(s' | s,π (s ))V π (s' )

(2)

s' ∈S

For the expected total discounted cost, there is a unique optimal value function,

V * (s ) ,

which minimizes the total cost for all initial states:

⎞
⎛
V * (s ) = am∈inA ⎜ g (s, a )+ γ ∑ p(s' | s, a )V * (s' )⎟
s' ∈S
⎠
⎝

(3)

A closely related function is the optimal action-value function, Q*(s, a), given by

Q * (s,a ) = g (s,a )+ γ ∑ p (s' | s,a )V * (s' )

(4)

s'∈S

An optimal policy

π*,

π * = arg min Q * (s, a ) .

not necessarily unique, is obtained from Q* by taking

a

The above equations describe an optimal policy for a system with globally observable state
and system actions, independent of whether a single agent controls the policy or many
agents collaboratively control the policy. In some versions of distributed reinforcement
learning system, many agents use local actions and message passing to control the evolution
of the single system MDP.
Decentralized reinforcement learning is a different decentralized control model, where many
independent RL agents learn their local policy using both local state, and a model of
neighboring agents built using message passing (Schneider et al, 1999; Dowling et al, 2005).
In decentralized reinforcement learning, an agent has a model for its neighbors, called its view of
the system. There is no global state identifying the current state of the system and no global
actions. The desired system behavior must be realized by providing agents with actions to
affect their local environment, as well as the ability to both collaborate and communicate
with other agents. At this point, we can no longer model the system as a single MDP, and
formally reason about the system’s optimal policy. The system still has a cost function that
should be minimized, although its representation is now distributed.
For problems that can be factored, agents can often approximate the system cost function, by
knowing that the agent and its neighbors make a linear contribution to the system cost.
Here, an agent learns a policy that minimizes the cost of its actions based both on its local
state and its view, where a view is the agent’s set of neighboring agents. This way, local cost
functions at agents can, over time, converge on a good approximation of the system cost.
The policy will only be approximate, because other agents are simultaneously learning local
policies (and may execute conflicting actions that reduce system utility), and the agent’s
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view is typically not always fully consistent with the actual state of neighbors (as it would
be overly expensive to maintain synchronized views of neighbors). Also, agents may need to
learn about costs at remote parts of the system, not represented in their local view. In this
case, it is important that the view model enables estimated costs to propagate over multiple
views to reach the relevant agents in the system.
We now present our simplified model for decentralized reinforcement learning. A
decentralized reinforcement learning agent

ni

is described by the tuple

ni = ( Si , Ai ,vi )

(5)

ni ∈ N is an agent from the set of all agents in the system N , Si is the set of
local states at ni , Ai is the set of local actions at ni , vi ⊂ N is the set of neighboring
agents of ni . The global state the system is a function of all local states at all agents in the
, where

system. A neighbor relation is defined from one agent to another agent, if one agent can
send messages directly to the other agent. An agent may have a local representation of its set
of neighbors,

vi = ( v0 ,..., v N −1 ) , defined as the agent’s view of the system. The set of all

agents and their neighbors defines the topology of the system as a graph; where agents are
the vertices and neighbor relations are the directed edges. Typically, an agent has much
fewer neighbors than there are agents in the system. Finally, the behavior of the system
containing K agents is defined as a set of policies, one for each of the agents,

π i : S i → Ai

for i = 1, . . . ,K-1. The decentralized reinforcement learning problem is defined as how the
set of policies minimizes a system cost function.

4. Related work on distributed reinforcement learning
In distributed reinforcement learning, actions by individual agents can potentially influence
any other agent in the system. However, a naïve approach to action selection where agents
are required to reach full consensus on the best action for the system does not scale, due to
the excessive message passing required to reach consensus. In this section we cover some of
the existing distributed reinforcement learning models that reduce the amount of system
knowledge that an agent requires to select an action that is approximately optimal for the
system. We also discuss Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), a multi-agent learning model not
directly related to RL, but which addresses the same problem of decentralized control.
4.1 Coordination graphs for the collaborative multi-agent control of a system MDP
A multi-agent RL system can be modeled as the collaborative multi-agent control of a single
MDP (Guestrin et. al, 2003). In this model, the distributed control problem involves the
online or offline computation of a coordinated action for a group of n agents. Each agent i
selections a local action
action generates a cost

a i and the joint action of all n agents is a = (a 0 ,.., a n -1 ) . The joint
g(a) for the group of agents, where the optimal joint action is

a * = arg min g ( a ) . The goal of the agents is to select actions that minimize the received
a
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costs over a sequence of actions. However, if agents have full observability of the system,
the size of the joint action space increases exponentially in the number of agents in the
system.
One way to reduce the size of the joint action space is to enable agents to exclude those
states that do not need to be estimated when computing joint actions. This approach is
viable for problems that can be factored. Factored problems can be sub-divided, solved
separately by agents and the overall result can be calculated as a linear combination of the
results of the sub-problems. Guestrin introduced a coordination graph (CG) as a model for
representing factored problems (Guestrin et. al, 2003), where the global coordination
problem is approximated as a set of local coordination problems involving a smaller number
of agents. In a CG, the global cost function, g(a), is decomposed into a sum of local cost
functions, fi, calculated independently at each agent using every possible action combination
within the agent's neighborhood:
n

g (a ) = ∑ f i (ai )

(6)

1

Q 1(a 1,a 2,a 3)

1
Q 2( a 1,a 2)

2

1
Q 12( a 1,a 2)

Q 13( a 1,a 3)

Q 3(a 1,a 3,a 4)

3

2

3
Q 34(a 3,a 4)

4 Q 4(a 3,a 4)
( a ) Agent - Based Decomposition

4
(b ) Edge -Based Decomposition

Fig. 1. The global Q-function for a 4-agent problem can be modeled in a coordination graph
(Kok and Vlassis, 2006).
Although Guestrin’s CG model was designed for off-line approximation, Kok and Vlassis
adapted the model for online learning. In both models, the global Q-function is factored in a
CG. In Fig. 1, we can see how Guestrin decomposes the global Q-function using an agent’s
set of neighbors, called agent-based decomposition (Guestrin et. al, 2002), while Kok and
Vlassis decompose the global Q-function using connections between pairs of agents, called
edge-based decomposition (Kok and Vlassis, 2006). In edge-based decomposition, an edge
from agent i to agent j is represented as a Q-function,

Qi , j , where the sum of all edges (Q-

functions) defines the global Q-function. Local Q-functions are updated based on the local
Q-functions of the pair of agents that form the edge. This compares to agent-based
decomposition where local Q-functions are updated based on the local Q-functions of all
neighbors. In order to calculate the best joint action, agents in Kok and Vlassis’ model use an
approximate algorithm called max-plus, while agents in Guestrin’s model use an exact
algorithm called variable-elimination. The edge-based decomposition approach scales
linearly to the width of the CG, while the agent-based decomposition approach scales
exponentially (Kok and Vlassis, 2006).
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The main problem with applying coordination graphs to online optimization of distributed
systems is that it is often communication constraints that determine the topology of
distributed systems, not problem constraints as in coordination graphs. The approach also
assumes that problems can be factored, and does not explicitly account for the possibility of
agent failure.
4.2 Independent learners
An alternative to selecting joint actions is to allow agents take individual actions, with the
goal that the collective behavior of the agents will minimize the system cost function (Kok
and Vlassis, 2007). Experiments by Claus and Boutilier with groups of independent Qlearning agents showed the need for agent cooperation to ensure that local agent actions are
globally good (Claus and Boutilier, 1998). Agent’s that are unaware of other agents can
choose actions which are suboptimal for the system, as they use local Q-values that are
incorrectly assumed to be independent of the actions selected and rewards received by the
other agents. Another approach to building an independent learner model, where agents are
unaware of one another, is Wolpert’s Collective Intelligence (COIN) model (Lawson and
Wolpert, 2002). In the COIN model, problems are structured such that independent agents’
local cost models are adapted to approximate the system cost model, ensuring that actions
that are locally good are always globally good. This approach, however, has limited
applicability.
4.3 Distributed value functions
Schneider et al., 2002, have designed a distributed reinforcement learning algorithm where
independent agents coordinate learning by sharing value functions between one another.
Agents define a weight function f(i,j) that defines an agent's fixed set of neighbors (through
weights being zero to non-neighbors, and non-zero for neighbors), and the weight of the Qvalues from neighbors that should be contributed to updates to Q-values. The weight
function is quite a general, as it defines both the static topology of the system and how value
information is transferred over the network to a state-action pair from a successor state. As it
is an approximate algorithm, they do not provide any convergence guarantees. The update
function is defined as:

⎡
⎤
Qi (si , ai ) = (1 − α ).Qi (si , ai ) + α ⎢ Ri (s, a ) + γ ∑ f (i, j ) max Q j (s' j , a' j )⎥
aj
neighbours
⎣
⎦

(7)

However, the weight function assumes that agents can exchange information about their
local values at no cost and that the environment is stationary. Also, the model does not
provide support for reducing network utilization, such as caching data and asynchronous or
batched message passing.
4.4 DEC-POMDP-Com
Goldman and Zilberstein address an offline version of the decentralized reinforcement
learning problem for independent agents. They firstly assume that agents have probabilistic
observations of the state space (noisy observations), that is, agents are described locally by a
partially observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP). A group of agents is defined as a
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decentralized POMDP (DEC-POMDP). They also provide agents with an explicit language
of communication, consisting of an alphabet of messages, to develop a communication
policy. Communication policies model agent communications and its associated costs and
the complete model of decentralized POMDPs with communication support is called a
DEC-POMDP-Com. With this model, a joint policy can be defined over agents as a set of
local policies, where each policy is composed of the communication and action policies for
each agent. The result is a complex model, which eschews a potentially simpler approach of
integrating messaging costs into reward functions. As their model is an off-line approach, it
is unsuitable for online learning in distributed systems.
4.5 Ant colony optimization
The distributed control problem is also addressed by Ant-Colony Optimization (ACO), a
non-reinforcement learning based approach, best described as a meta-heuristic for
producing approximate solutions to combinatorial optimization problems (Dorigo and
Stuetzle, 2004). Combinatorial optimization problems involve finding the minimum cost
solution from a set of possible solutions, and problems are defined as

Π = (S, f, Ω )

(8)

, where S is the set of candidate solutions, f is the objective function that assigns a value

f(s)

to each candidate solution,

s ∈ S , and Ω is a set of constraints (Dorigo and Stuetzle,

2004). ACO can be used to solve both static and dynamic combinatorial problems, where
dynamic problems have non-stationary stochastic dynamics. Dynamic problems are defined
as a function of some quantities whose value is set by the dynamics of an underlying
system.
In order solve dynamic combinatorial optimization problems, ACO algorithms construct a
problem with the following structure (Curran, 2003):

C = {c1 ,..., cM }, which correspond to agents with a single state in

•

a set of components

•

RL;
a set of L connections among C, which correspond to neighbor relationships between
agents;

a connection cost function, J : L × R → ℜ defined over the connections, and
parameterized by time. J(l, t) corresponds loosely to the expected cost g(s,a);
•
ACO defines a solution to a combinatorial optimization problem as the lowest cost
feasible path through the topology, that is, the graph of components and connections,
which satisfies the set of problem requirements;
•
In ACO a solution cost function is typically a summation of the connection cost over the
connections that the solution contains. This is similar to factoring the system cost
function in factored MDPs, as it is also a linear combination of the cost of the subproblems.
ACO works by a population of agents, called ants, finding minimum cost paths (solutions)
in the component graph by exploring, measuring the cost of edges as it traverses them, and
storing estimated path costs at components as a pheromone trail. Components represent the
environment of the agents, and pheromone trails store path costs from the current
•

component ci to another (often the terminal) component
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in a form of indirect

communication, known as stigmergy. Other agents can use the pheromone trail as a partial
solution to their (potentially different) optimization problem.
Similar to agent action selection in RL, ants choose a connection in the graph using a
probabilistic decision rule, and must balance exploration and exploitation to ensure that
good quality solutions are found in reasonable time. However, an ant also has a memory of
the path it has traversed that can be used in decision making, for example, to prevent loops
in paths. When an ant has reached its termination conditions, it generally uses its memory to
retrace its path and update the pheromone trails to reflect the cost of the solution found.
This process of sending backward ants is very similar to multi-step backups in RL. Also, the
backup approach in ACO naturally factors optimization problems by only attempting to
update some subset of the states in the system, those states traversed by the ant from the
start state. This is similar to approaches in RL used to reduce the amount of states updated
after an action is taken, such as coordination graphs and prioritized sweeping (Sutton and
Barto, 1998).
An important difference with RL is ACO’s pheromone trail decay, in which the value of the
pheromone trails decreases automatically over time. Decaying discovered solutions over
time prevents too early convergence on sub-optimal solutions and increases exploration.
Decay also helps adaptation from old solutions to new solutions in response to changes in
the environment. Later, in collaborative reinforcement learning, we show how the similar
mechanisms of decaying of estimated costs in RL can be used by agents learning in nonstationary environments.
ACO problems can be viewed as a subset of RL problems (Curran, 2003). In particular, ACO
is applicable to problems where:
•
agents are independent learners;
•
states are discrete and all paths eventually terminate, that is, absorbing Markov
Decision Processes in RL;
•
there are start states, which are those where optimization is initiated, and whose value
must be optimized.
A significant difference between ACO and RL are connection costs in ACO which may be
time-varying, enabling adaptation to a non-stationary environment. RL has no time-based
model for decaying discovered solutions.

5. Collaborative reinforcement learning
The rest of this chapter concerns our work on collaborative reinforcement learning (CRL),
(Dowling et al, 2005; Dowling, 2004). CRL’s system model defines a decentralized
reinforcement learning system as a set of independent, collaborative learner agents. Similar
to ACO, collaborative reinforcement learning models system optimization problems as a set
of discrete optimization problems (DOP), that can be initiated at any agent and solved at
any agent in the system. A DOP is defined as the combinatorial optimization problem, see
Equation 8, of finding the agent from a discrete set of agents (the system) that can solve a
particular problem with lowest cost. The ACO-like notion of a DOP as the problem to be
solved by an agent can also be viewed as a task from traditional RL literature.
In CRL, a system is modeled as a graph, G(V,E), where agents are vertices and views of
neighbors, defined later in Equation 10, define the edges in the graph. From the agent-
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perspective the goal of CRL is to solve a DOP at the lowest cost agent in the system. From a
system perspective, the goal of CRL is to minimize the total cost of solving all DOPs in the
system. Each agent is an independent learner with its own local MDP; there is no global
MDP or any joint actions defined over agents. Agents have only local actions and local
states, but may collaborate with neighbors to solve DOPs and share estimated costs of
solving DOPs with one another.

Fig. 2. A Discrete Optimization Problem (DOP) in CRL involves agents finding the lowest
cost path from a Start Agent to a Terminal Agent that can solve the DOP.
In CRL, a DOP is solved as a sequential decision making problem, where the objective is to
solve the DOP at lowest cost at some agent in the system (see
Fig. 2). This system problem can be viewed as an absorbing MDP (although no system MDP
is explicitly represented) where the agents are states, that is, the DOP is guaranteed to enter
a terminal state after a finite amount of time. Each agent has at least one state, an initial state,
where the solution to the DOP is started, and at least one (and possibly all) agent(s) have a
terminal state, where the DOP is solved.
There are three types of action that are supported in CRL for an agent to solve a DOP: a local
action that contributes to solving the DOP at the current agent, a delegation action that
forwards the DOP to a neighbor, and a discovery action that attempts to find a new neighbor
(that may be able to solve the DOP at lower cost). Discovery actions are necessary for
system bootstrap, when an agent does not have any neighbors, and for discovering new
neighbors online. The three action types are illustrated in
Fig. 3, where it is shown how a MDP can be started either by an application at the agent’s
host or by a neighbor delegating the DOP to it. In distributed systems, delegation actions
map to message passing over a network and discovery actions map to some form of
underlying service or host discovery protocol. A discovery action that finds a new neighbor
adds a new delegation action for the neighbor and a new Q-Value entry in its lookup table
for the relevant state(s). For delegation actions, CRL provides a connection cost as an explicit
model for the cost of using a network link. Agents attempt to learn a policy that solves
DOPs with minimal cost, treating all three types of action equally, and attempting to select
the action with the minimal estimated cost, given the agent's current state.
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MDP started by neighbour
(Delegation-Action) or by
Application

C

= Connected State

T

= Terminal State

[failed]

Disovery
Action

Local
Action

C

[succeeded]

= Action
Legend

T

[failed]

Delegation
Action
Agent i

[succeeded]

C
Agent j

Fig. 3. Agent i has two states and three actions (a delegation, local and discovery action). The
connected state is an initial state for the MDP at agent i and when the terminal state is
reached at some agent the DOP has been solved. These are the three main types of action in
CRL: local actions attempt to solve the DOP at the agent, delegation actions attempt to
forward the DOP to a neighbor, and discovery actions try to find new neighbors. DOPs can
be started by either an application or a neighbor; delegation and local actions may fail.
5.1 CRL system model
We now present the system model for Collaborative Reinforcement Learning (CRL). An
agent

ni

is described by the tuple

ni = ( Si , Ai ,vi , Ci )
, where

Si

is its set of local states,

is the set of local actions,

vi ⊂ N

is the set of

Ci is the cache, a set of all cached views of neighbors of ni . A
cached view is defined as a pair containing a Q-function Qi (si , a j ) at ni , where a j is a

neighboring agents of

ni

Ai

(9)

, and

delegation-action, and a V-value

V j (sv )

which a state transition is possible from

for a state

sv

at a neighboring agent

si at agent ni

to

sj

(Q (s , a ),V (s ))∈ C , if P (s
i
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, where si ∈ S i , a j ∈ Ai ,

sv ∈

vi

US
j =0

j

, S j ∈ vi

, and V j (sv ) ∈ ℜ . A state transition from a

s j at n j is realized by the termination of the local MDP at ni and
n
s
the initiation of a new MDP at j . The state j is called a connected state as it represents
state

si at ni

to a state

the connection of the MDPs at the two different agents. On a successful state transition state

si

to state

s j , a backup of V j (sv )

is made to its entry in the cache at agent

ni

ni

. A cached

n

view of a neighbor, thus, represents a directed connection from agent
to agent j for
the delegation of DOPs and the backup of V-value information. Model-based Q-learning
algorithms can use the cached V-values to reason about the cost of delegation actions to
neighbors, without having to send messages to those neighbors; thus helping improve
network utilization. As we will see, the cached V-values can also be updated
asynchronously by neighbors, using advertisements, and over time, by decay of the cache.
5.2 Advertisement of estimated DOP costs between agents
When an agent executes a delegation action to successfully forward a DOP to a neighbor, it
receives an instantaneous cost (backup) from its neighbor that is used to update the agent’s
cached V-value. However, agents can also asynchronously advertise to their neighbors
updates to the V-values of their connected states. This asynchronous advertisement enables
agents to learn about remote parts of the system without executing actions.

Fig. 4. Agent j advertises its V-value for state s to neighbors k and i. Advertisement enables
agents to collectively learn about the state space by agents sharing updated V-values; agents
do not have to take actions to learn about changes in the state space.
In Fig. 4, we can see how agent

nk

nj

sends its updated V-value to neighboring agents

ni

and

. In this example, at agent k the V-value for a local action is -68, whereas its estimated

cost of its neighbor agent j solving it is -52 (of which -10 is the estimated connection cost to j
). Agent k will, therefore, have a higher probability of delegating a DOP to agent j than
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attempting to solve it locally. In this example, the advertisement may be caused by a local
action at

nj

or possibly by an advertisement received by

nj

. Advertisements can cause

cascading changes in MDPs at many agents caused by a change in a MDP at a single agent.
Implementation strategies for advertisement of V-values include broadcasting (useful in
wireless networks where the network medium is shared), gossiping values periodically,
conditional notification, and return values from delegation actions. Advertisements should
be sent regularly to neighbors to indicate the agent's availability and refresh any cached Vvalues.
5.3 Decaying of cached Q-values for connected states
In the absence of advertisements, agents decay the V-values in their cache over time. The
decay model allows agents to remove non-contactable agents from their set of neighbors
when a cost threshold is reached. Decay enables agents to adapt their policies to a dynamic
set of neighbors, as neighbors that were lower cost in the past are gradually forgotten over
time in the absence of advertisements from them, for example, because they left the system.
The rate of decay of costs in the cache is configurable, with higher rates more appropriate
for more dynamic networks. Cached V-values for connected states are decayed using the
following equation:

Decay(V (s ))=V (s ).ρ td

(11)

where td is the amount of time elapsed since the last received advertisement for
a neighbor,

V (s ) ∈ ℜ , and ρ

V (s ) from

is a scaling factor that sets the rate of decay.

5.4 CRL learning algorithm
The CRL learning algorithm is a distributed model-based reinforcement learning algorithm with a
cost model for network connections. In CRL, agents maintain a model of the state transition
probabilities,

Pi (s' s, a ) ,

which is particularly useful for state transitions to connected

states, as they represent network links between agents. Even a simple statistical model based
on recent observations of the network link can be a powerful predictor of whether it will
function or not (Dowling et al., 2005).
Executing actions in CRL returns a cost signal,

g i (s, a )

from the agent’s local

environment. However, delegation actions receive an additional connection cost,

Di (s ' s, a ) , that provides the estimated network cost of delegating the DOP from the local

agent to a neighboring agent. Our distributed model-based reinforcement learning
algorithm for delegation actions is

Qi (s, a ) = g i (s, a ) + ∑ Pi (s ' s, a ).(Di (s ' s, a ) + V j (s' ))

(12)

s '∈Si

, where s is the current state, a the action to be executed from the set of possible actions, and
s’ is the next state from the set of possible next states.
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neighbor j solving the DOP, that is, it is the value function for agent j’s connected state s’.
The value,

V j (s ') , is retrieved from the local cache at agent i, and no message needs to be

sent to agent j to calculate it.

Pi (s ' s, a )

is calculated from the local state transition model,

as the probability of the next state being s’ after action a was executed in state s.
If, however, the action is not a delegation action, the connection cost,

Di (s ' s, a ) , becomes

zero. Thus, the distributed model-based reinforcement learning algorithm for local actions
and discovery actions is:

Qi (s, a ) = g i (s, a ) + ∑ Pi (s ' s, a ).(V j (s' ))

(13)

s '∈Si

The pseudo-code for the algorithm that a CRL agent executes at each time-step is outlined in
Fig. 5. In this version, advertisement and decay are implemented as synchronous activities
in the single thread; an alternative implementation would be to execute them
asynchronously in a second thread.
Thread 1
1. repeat forever
2. listen for a DOP/advertisement from a neighbor/application;
3. if (no DOP) execute asynchronous advertisements; update/decay cache;
4.
5.
6.

repeat
observe the local environment’s current state s,
select and execute some legal action (local, delegation or discovery action) in state s
using a probabilistic action selection strategy;
7.
receive a cost g followed by an observed transition to a state s’;
8.
update the state transition model;
9.
execute the model-based distributed learning algorithm;
10. execute asynchronous advertisements;
11. decay cached delegation costs;
12. until DOP solved locally or DOP delegated
Fig. 5. Pseudo-Code for the CRL algorithm.
5.5 System optimization in CRL
The system optimization problem in CRL involves minimizing the cost of solving all DOPs
in the system, that is, terminating all MDPs at all CRL agents. The system optimization
problem is defined as minimizing the total cost of solving all DOPs
K −1 Mi −1

∑ ∑ g (n , DOP )
i = 0 j =0

i

j

(14)

, where K is the number of agents in the system and Mi is the number of DOPs to be solved
at agent i. When DOPs are not competing for finite resources in the system and the network
environment is stable, the DOPs can be optimized using local information and cached views
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of neighbors. However, when there are several agents attempting to solve DOPs
concurrently at neighboring agents or the network environment is dynamic, the local
estimated DOP solution cost at agent i quickly becomes stale, and agents need feedback
from their neighbors to improve the quality of their local models.
5.6 Non-Markovian aspects in CRL
There are several heuristics in CRL that seek to overcome non-Markovian properties of
distributed systems. For example, the DOP can have a local memory with information such
as the list of currently visited agents, and a timeout value for when the DOP becomes
invalid due to real-time constraints. The DOP memory can ensure that DOPs do not traverse
loops, something MDP cannot prevent. The timeout value for a DOP could be added to an
agent’s MDP state space, although it could reduce the potential for collective learning of
advertised V-Values, as the advertised values would now include a timeout value.

6. Load balancing experiments using CRL
We now define the load balancing problem for CRL. These experiments extend some
previous work on load balancing using CRL (Dowling, 2004). We define the load balancing
problem as a set J of n loads, and a set M of m hosts, where the goals are to store all load in
the system (maximize resource utilization) in as short a time as possible (minimize the
number of messages sent when storing the load), as well as to balance load equally among
agents in the system. These last two goals can conflict, as storing loads as quickly as possible
may not equalize load in the system. In our problem, we assume that any load can be
potentially stored at any agent, subject to available local storage at the agent. We simplify
the network cost problem by assuming that all network connections have equal latency. The
loads have an entry point at some host (or hosts) in system; a load is routed from an entry
point to a host that handles the load, constrained by the network topology of the system,
which may contain cycles.
In our experiments, we define two different cost models for CRL that only differ by their
cost models: in the discrete cost model, a successful store action for a load has no cost and an
unsuccessful store action has some fixed high cost; in the gradient cost model, a successful
store action has a cost that is a function of the spare capacity at the agent and an
unsuccessful store action has some fixed high cost. In both models, we assigned a fixed
connection cost for forwarding a load to a neighboring agent (in a real network, the
connection cost could be measured from the underlying network message sending cost).
The purpose of these two different CRL models is to show how the algorithm can be tuned
exploit the first available space at agents (discrete model will prefer the first agent with
spare capacity), or to exploit space at higher capacity agents (gradient cost model will prefer
agents with higher spare capacity).
We ran our experiments in a discrete event simulator written in Java. The experiments
define a topology of agents with connections between them, and a set of DOPs, where each
DOP is a load storage problem. The unit of time in the experiments corresponds to a step in
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the simulator, where a step involves the execution of an action (storage, delegation or
discovery) by an agent.
6.1 Experiment 1: Grid topology: Balancing of load over 48 homogenous agents and 2
server agents
The goal of this experiment is to evaluate whether agents can exploit their total load
capacity (maximize resource usage), and minimize the amount of messages sent between
agents (minimize time required to store all load). Sub-goals include evaluating how the
different CRL policies exploit the higher load capacity at two servers in topology, and how
well load is equalized among agents in the system. The topology in this experiment is a
Grid; there are 48 agents with a capacity of 20 units, and 2 server agents with a capacity of
200 units. Each agent has 10 neighbors, where each agent i is connected to neighbors ((i+1)
mod 50, … , (i+9) mod 50). The servers are placed at positions 47 and 48 in the grid, with the
starting position at 0. Load units are sent into the system via the agent at position 0. We
compare the two different CRL policies (CRL-discrete and CRL-gradient) with both a
random policy (that selects a random action), and a dynamic programming (DP) solution
that performs a breadth-first balancing of the load from the entry point. The CRL policies
use a Boltzmann action selection strategy with a temperature parameter used to control the
ratio of explorative to exploitative actions (Sutton and Barto, 1998). The results for the CRL
and random policies were averaged over 5 experimental runs. The configuration parameters
for the CRL policies are given in Table 1, below.
Parameter

Value

initial Q-Values for storage/discovery actions

-3

initial Q-Values for delegation actions

(-3*numNeighbours) +
connection cost

connection cost

-10

MinQValue

-200

MaxQValue

0

delegation success reward

-2

cache decay rate

0.01

action store success reward for CRL-gradient

(MinQValue / (2 * (Capacity –
CurrentLoad))

action store success reward for CRL-discrete

0

action store failure CRL-gradient/CRL-discrete

MinQValue

Temperature

0.9

Table 1. CRL-gradient and CRL-discrete configuration parameters.
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As illustrated in
Fig. 6, all the policies successfully exploit the available capacity in the system. The random
policy eventually finished after ~120,000 time steps. The dynamic programming (DP) policy
is near optimal with respect to the number of time steps (i.e., actions executed) required to
store the load. The CRL-discrete policy is also near optimal, as it is an exploitative policy
that favors storing load over delegating load until an agent has reached its maximum
capacity. The CRL-gradient policy is also near optimal until there is roughly 5% capacity left
in the system, after which it performs similar to the random policy. This is because, at 5%
spare capacity, the advertised V-Values from neighbors with a spare capacity reach the
MinQValue, and DOPs effectively have to do a random walk to find the agents with spare
capacity. This effect can be seen in Fig. 9.
In Figures 7-10, we can see how long the different policies take to discover and exploit the
servers. Fig. 11 shows how well the loads are equalized among agents. The CRL and DP
policies are more exploitative and tend to fill agents capacities sequentially from agent 0,
leading to suboptimal load equalization, but they still compare favorably with the Random
policy. The measure we used to determine load equalization is the standard deviation of
agent loads from the mean agent load (in terms of percentage of capacity used) at agents.

Fig. 6. Grid Topology: Load Balancing in a static topology with 48 agents and 2 servers (at
positions 48, 49 in the grid) with CRL-gradient, CRL-discrete, Dynamic Programming and a
random policy. Resource utilization is eventually maximized by all policies, while message
passing is near-optimally minimized in both DP and CRL-Discrete.
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Fig. 7. Grid Topology: CRL-Discrete Policy. This exploitative policy favors storage actions at
agents that are not fully loaded. Notice how agents are filled almost sequentially from the
source of the load, agent 0.

Fig. 8. Grid Topology: CRL-Gradient Policy. This policy favors storage actions on servers,
but becomes random when agents are almost fully loaded. Notice how quickly the server
agents are almost discovered and exploited, even though they are 3 hops from agent 0.
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Fig. 9. Grid Topology: Dynamic Programming policy. Notice the similarity of this
exploitative policy to the CRL-Discrete Policy.

Fig. 10. Grid Topology: The random policy took over 15 times longer than the DP and CRLDiscrete policies to store all the load.
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Fig. 11. Grid Topology: Standard Deviation of the Percentage of Load Capacity used at
Agents for DP, CRL-Discrete, CRL-Gradient and Random Policies.
6.2 Experiment 2: Random topology: Balancing of load over 48 homogenous agents
and 2 server agents
The goal of this experiment is, again, to maximize resource usage, and minimize message
overhead, but this time in a random graph topology. In this topology, there are 48 agents
with a capacity of 20 units, and 2 server agents with a capacity of 200 units. Each agent has
10 different neighbors, randomly distributed from the set of available agents, but where an
agent cannot be a neighbor to itself. The servers are placed at positions more than 1-hop
away from the starting position at 0. Load units are sent sequentially into the system via the
agent at position 0. The same random topology was used to evaluate all policies, and the
results were averaged over 5 experimental runs.
Again, we compare the two different CRL policies (CRL-discrete and CRL-gradient) with a
random policy (that randomly selects an action from the local store action and the set of
delegation actions), but the DP policy was not included as it does not finish, due to the
presence of cycles in the topology. The CRL configuration parameters were the same as in
experiment 1, with the exception of the Temperature, which was set to 0.85 for slightly
increased exploration.
In Fig. 12, we can see that the CRL-Discrete policy is very effective at exploiting all available
load in the system, while the CRL-Gradient policy again becomes a roughly random policy
for the last ~5% spare capacity in the system. The Random Policy took an increased amount
of time, over the grid topology, and terminated at time step ~150,000.
In another experiment, we added some dynamism to the environment by adding an extra
server to the system when the system’s load capacity was full (see Fig. 13). At the same time
step, we added a discovery action to the 1-hop neighbors from agent 0 to enable them to
discover the server (located at a 2-hop distance from the source agent 0). As can be seen, the
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CRL-discrete policy quickly discovers and exploits the new server, while the CRL-gradient
policy takes a longer time to do so. There was also quite high variation in how long the CRLgradient policy took to discover the new server, indicating a high level of randomness in its
exploration. The upward spike near the end of CRL-gradient policy was a point where
collaborative feedback (that is, advertisements) from the new server eventually influenced
reached the origin agent 0.

Fig. 12. Random Graph: Load Balancing for CRL-gradient, CRL-discrete and Random
Policies.

Fig. 13. Dynamism in the Random Topology: a new server was added, when the 50 agents
were full, and was quickly exploited by the CRL-Discrete policy, less so by CRL-Gradient.
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6.3 Discussion of experiments and CRL
The experiments show how CRL can be used to build a system that adapts to a dynamic
environment. Agents interact with their local environment by storing loads and receiving
feedback on available local storage capacity. Agents interact with their neighbors by
delegating load storage to them, receiving estimated costs for neighbors’ storing loads.
Through delegating load and locally storing load, agents collaboratively provide a load
balancing service that is robust, adaptive, and can learn about and exploit new agents
introduced into the system. The experiments could easily be extended to improve
performance by adding asynchronous advertisements and adding heuristics, for example,
adding memory to the DOP of the list of agents already visited prevent DOPs entering
network loops.
CRL, itself, is an approximate approach to online, decentralized reinforcement learning. It
has similarities with population-based techniques such as ACO, particle swarm intelligence
(Kennedy and Eberhart, 2001) and evolutionary computing: the system takes a diverse set of
DOPs as input, and it reinforces the selection of agents that were successful at solving the
DOPs given the state of the system environment; this process improves system utility for a
stable environment and can also adapt a system to better match its changing environment.
Rather than having agents die and be replaced by fitter agents, CRL agents decay their
solutions to purge the system of stale information and use collaborative feedback to
cooperatively learn new solutions.

7. Future of distributed reinforcement learning
Distributed reinforcement learning is an emerging field that offers the promise of enabling
the construction of distributed systems that can adapt and optimize their operation online.
Existing approaches to distributed reinforcement learning include multi-agent control of a
single MDP that describes system behavior, and decentralized approaches where agents are
independent learners that collaborate to provide system services and collectively learn from
one another to build local policies that improve system utility.
Designers of distributed reinforcement learning algorithms should give careful
consideration to real-world properties of distributed systems, such as the high cost of
message passing, and the possibility of failure for both agents and network connections. As
a proof of concept, in this chapter, we showed how collaborative reinforcement learning can
be used to build a load balancing system that can adapt to a dynamic environment.
In the future, we anticipate that distributed reinforcement learning algorithms will be
increasingly applied in a variety of domains, from large-scale grid computing systems, to
optimize resource usage, to small-scale wireless and sensor networks, where power usage
and radio transmission usage should be minimized. In both cases, the goal of distributed
reinforcement learning will be to replace existing parametric models with online learning
models that can demonstrate improved adaptation to dynamic environments.
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